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50 years of envIronMental MeasureMent teChnology at sICK

froM Dust to the worlD‘s MarKet leaDer

>> when it comes to controlling inert-
ing systems, the range of measuring 
techniques available is varied. to date, 
the tried-and-tested solution of para-
magnetic oxygen analyzers – extractive 
measuring devices – have always been 
the industry standard. but now it is be-
coming clear that tDls is taking over 
the role of best-practice technology for 
oxygen measurement.

oxygen anD tDls teChnology
tunable diode laser spectroscopy (tDls) 
is already a well-known technique for 
highly selective measurements and, up 
to now, has found its place in demand-
ing chemical and hPI tasks as well as 
combustion monitoring applications. Its 
advantages lie in the level of robustness 
it offers, its resilience to disturbances, 
and its minimal maintenance require-
ments. now, thanks to the new genera-
tion of tDls process transmitters from 
sICK, this technology is available at a 
price that makes it a very attractive op-
tion for standard measurements. having 
already proven successful at more than 
500 measuring stations, the transIC 
100lP has been developed as an in-

trinsically safe version (soon in line with 
atex/IeCex) for installations in zone 1 
and measurements in zone 0, and can 
be used both in-situ and with extraction.
 
onto a wInner
after a year of testing, the american 
chemicals company which carried out 
the comparison didn‘t take long to reach 
a decision. It had been looking for an al-
ternative type of measuring technology 
after encountering repeated problems 
with its paramagnetic oxygen analyzers. 
what really mattered was that the de-
vice had to be easily accessible when in-
stalled on the tank; ideally, a gas condi-
tioner would not necessarily be required 
and it would be possible to calibrate the 
equipment on site. ultimately, it was 
the transIC121lP laser transmitter, 
with fM approval for use in ex-protec-
ted working environments, that won out 
over the competition. the Ptfe filter de-
signed to protect the transmitter meant 
it was possible to do away with the gas 
conditioner altogether. additionally, a 
straightforward extractive gas sampling 
system enabled the transmitter to be in-
stalled in a way that made it easy to ac-

cess. finally, the equipment has made 
the job of calibration using nitrogen and 
ambient air much easier for the mainte-
nance staff.

Down wIth Costs! 
the company scrutinized and evaluated 
the two measurement principles under 
entirely neutral conditions, looking at 
factors including cost. In this particular 
area, the tDls technology and trans-
mitter concept proved a clear winner: In 
fact, gas conditioning costs dropped to 
virtually zero. similarly, installation costs 
fell by three-fourths and the financial 
outlay associated with tDls measure-
ment amounted to 64 % less than the 
paramagnetic measurement principle.

even when it came to maintenance, the 
transIC figures spoke volumes: this 
technology effortlessly saved 75 % of ex-
penses. while one hour‘s maintenance 
work on the gas conditioner per month 
was logged in the case of tDls mea-
surement, paramagnetic measurement 
clocked up four hours per month. what 
is more, the results showed that the 
tDls measuring station required just a 
fourth of the parts and consumable ma-
terials that paramagnetic measurement 
did over the course of the year.

the transIC100lP laser transmitter has exactly the right nose for oxygen – and a 
customer‘s own comparison has proved this. Pitted against the established method 
of paramagnetic measurement, tDls technology is able to offer a lower initial in-
vestment level for measuring stations, and much more besides: It also considerably 
reduces operating and maintenance costs for controlling inerting processes.

MeasureMent PrInCIPles go heaD-to-heaD In the ProCess of InertIng a toluene tanK

oxygen teChnologIes Do battle  

further product information:
www.mysick.com/en/transic100lp

tDls laser spectroscopy :technology

When system engineers rave about the „RM 4“ or „RM 61“, 
they‘re not talking about old car models, rather SICK‘s legend-
ary in-situ dust measuring devices of the RM series from the 
1960s. The long successful transmissiometers, famous for 
their reliability, are partly still in operation today. With the pop- 
ular smoke detectors, SICK captured the then-fledgling world 
market for environmental technology 50 years ago and still 
holds this position today thanks to new developments and pat- 
ents.

the ancient romans exiled glassblowers out of the city to elim- 
inate the billowing smoke during production. this „thick air“ 
from industrial smokestacks and exhaust pipes still burdens 
the health of people today. During the 18th century, the first 
measurement devices were developed for bakers and miners 
in particular. they were able to determine dust exposure by 
means of impaction. from the late 19th century, only with  
more advanced konimeters could even finer particles be col-
lected, separated and analyzed microscopically.

the london smog Disaster of 1952 was a turning point. It 
lead to forward-looking environmental legislation that ad- 
vanced environmental technology beyond targets and limits to 
today, where the market is concerned about the lowest dust 
concentrations. fifty years ago, erwin sick set new standards 
with his patented transmission and scattered light technique. 
he invented the first dust measuring device that could be in-
stalled directly on the smokestack and the first visible range 
measuring devices for tunnels with a measurement base of 
20 meters. In addition, it could also be used to monitor visibil-
ity up to 100 meters at airports. 

with the renowned rM series from sICK, the density of smoke 
in industrial smokestacks could be measured for the first time 
quantitatively and qualitatively, low drift and self-controlling. 
rM 4 and rM 61 are also the grandfathers of the state-of-
the-art in-situ gas analysis technology that sICK established 
worldwide in the 1980s. 

but dust never sleeps. for this reason, dust measuring devices 
have also been continuously improved. they not only meet 
the latest requirements, but handle several additional tasks 
in parallel and can be used everywhere, in every measuring  
range and any system type. the most recent product family, 
the very rugged, versatile Dusthunter, again has the mark-
ings of a cult star. from the early stages, sICK‘s dust measur-
ing devices have remained only: legendarily reliable and easy. 
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Power Generation

>> for every stage of production, sICK 
has intelligent sensors, which can be 
used to monitor transport and storage 
in the combustion process, denitrifica-
tion (Denox) or dust removal from ex-
haust gas to flue gas desulfurization or 
monitoring of emissions. you define the 
measurement task, we find the practi-
cal measurement solution as if it were 
made for you. everything from a single 
source. It makes no difference whether 
coal or gas-fired power plants, biomass 
power plants or diesel generators are at 
issue.

sPeCIfICally MonItor eMIssIons
the regulatory requirements for emis-
sion monitoring and reporting are be-
coming more stringent in nearly every 
country in the world. In order to insure 
compliance, many customers turn to 
sICK to meet their needs for dust, volu-
metric flow and continuous gas emis-
sions monitoring solutions. regardless 
if you are measuring emissions from 
coal-fired plants, combined cycle plants 

there are many tasks involved in generating electricity in a profitable manner. the 
range spans from cost-effective logistics and efficient use of fuel to varied safety 
measures to protect man and machine. the top priority is environmental protection. 
nothing makes more sense than to seek professional support through intelligent  
sensors from sICK.

or diesel engines we can supply the  
appropriate analyzers to meet your regu-
latory compliance needs. together with 
the approved data aquisition system, 
shelter and services sICK provides a 
complete emission package from start 
to finish.

effICIent CoMbustIon
Combustion efficiency means getting 
the maximum energy out of the fuel, 
without damage or danger to plant staff 
and equipment. sICK measures a num-
ber of parameters which are used for 
combustion control: o2, Co and primary 
air flow, all in-situ, to provide the quick-
est possible signal for control.

Prevent CorrosIon
boiler corrosion can be a nightmare for 
plant owners. It means shortened boiler 
lifetime, increased maintenance and re-
pair cost, unwanted outages: in short– 
lower plant efficiency. sICK provides a 
system to monitor Co and o2 directly at 
the boiler wall to limit the potential for 
corrosion.

Carefully Control PollutIon
scrubbers, catalytic reactors and par-
ticulate filters all remove gaseous pollut-
ants from the flue gas to meet stringent 
environmental limits. sICK‘s range of 
in-situ gas analyzers provides real-time 
measurement data to calculate removal 
efficiency and control system perfor-
mance.

ContInuously Manage MaterIal 
flow
Monitoring fuel flow into the plant opti-
mizes throughput, reduces loading time 
and saves maintenance time. sICK has 
a wide variety of scanners used to mea-
sure bulk volumes on conveyors as well 
as level measurements in bins and silos. 
sensor data to help increase production 
efficiency. 

use the servICe wIthout worrIes
Competent consulting, qualified plan-
ning support, detailed project planning 
and engineering, installation and start-
up – sICK provides all of these services 
with own personnel. sICK is also avail-
able for service support of the equip-
ment during scheduled outages and in 
emergency situations. 

ProDuCe eleCtrICIty effICIently – anD Do so wIth a sense of envIronMental resPonsIbIlIty

a DIffICult balanCIng aCt

>> the measuring technique allows 
operators to control the process and 
influence the final emission limits at 
an early stage. In addition, the system 
can aid in maximizing the run-times of 
catalytic converters, minimizing ammo-
nia consumption and insuring that the 
ammonia content of fly ash is kept to a 
minimum so that it can be used for other 
purposes. 

sIMPly Clever
the sCr bypass system measures nox 
in flue gas using a so-called bypass sys-
tem to achieve a typical gas concentra-
tion ‒ a representative sample is taken 
through specially designed lances with 
evenly distributed ports. the bypass sys-
tem with its network of lances is installed 
in the inlet duct to the sCr and a nearly 
identical system in the outlet duct. the 
correct placement and size of the lan-
ces is determined in conjunction with the 
engineering company following their de-
sign for the sCr implementation in the 
plant. the sensors and analyzers take 
measurements using bypass cuvettes 
‒ specially developed by SICK ‒ without 

finally a solution has been developed to measure efficiency of stack gas clean-
ing systems in large ducts which is both economically and environmentally sound. 
thanks to the unique sCr bypass system from sICK, modern power plants now have 
a way to actually guarantee the removal efficiency of their systems.

distorting any of the results. gas analy-
zers and flowmeters from sICK are part 
of the team of instruments.

Control In seConDs 
the gM32 uv analyzer measures nox 
content directly within the bypass cu-
vette, while the optics of the analyzer 
are cooled and maintained free of dust 
using purge air. the measurement result 
obtained enables the injection of ammo-
nia to be precisely regulated. In addition 
volumetric flow measurement provides 
the information to calculate mass flow. 
the gas mixture is also measured after 
the sCr. If nox concentration is still 
high, ammonia injection is increased. If 
ammonia level is too high, injection is re-
duced. the gM700 from sICK is an ad-
ditional unit on the outlet skid that pre-
cisely measures the ammonia slip and 
moisture content.

sCr byPass MeasureMent systeM for seleCtIve CatalytIC reDuCtIon systeMs

Power Plants Can save Money wIth the newest 
MeasureMent solutIon froM sICK

A highend complete measuring solution ‒ developed by 
SICK: The SCR Bypass System quickly provides informa-
tion so that DeNOx control in large ducts is easily done. 
3 meter long lances extend into the duct to take repre-
sentative sample. 

www.sick.com/denox-control
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relIable Mass eMIssIons rate

PerforManCe Is at Its best In  
DIffICult ConDItIons

>> south africa‘s largest electricity pro-
ducer has set itself a significant task: 
to continuously monitor its dust con-
centration levels and, at the same time, 
meet the requirements stipulated by 
the country‘s environmental legislation. 
the company, esKoM, operates a num-
ber of large power plants that use fossil  
fuels, and has established links with 
coal mines in the area for this very rea-
son. In fact, esKoM is an electricity sup-
plier to not only south africa itself, but 
other sub-saharan nations too.

not uP for negotIatIon
emission monitoring is not negotiable 
and also essential for process optimi-
zation. the emission measurements 
are governed by south africa legislation, 
controlled and enforced by the govern-
ing body named the “green scorpions”.
should pre-defined limits be continu-
ously exceeded and no corrective ac-
tion taken by the power supplier, pen-
alties will be charged. should continu-
ous breaches of these limits continue, 
the plant will be forced to shut down.  
esKoM will be on the safe side with 
his comprehensive monitoring and 
measuring technologies: they must 
be robust, accurate and highly reliable  
being on-line 24/7.

Providing the power plants with reliable 
mass emissions rates the transmission 
monitor Dusthunter t200 and the 
flow measuring device flowsIC100h 
were selected from the extensive sICK 
Process automation portfolio.

CentereD on Dust MonItorIng
transmission is a widely used optical 
technology that is ideal for monitor- 
ing from a small to a large active mea-
suring path. the Dusthunter t200 
also automatically monitors the con-
tamination and corrects the measur- 
ing value, providing adequate warning 
if contamination exceeds the tolerable 
level for the optical monitoring system.  

It is additionally equipped with an au-
tomatic self-adjustment, exclusive to 
sICK. It corrects shifts in the optical 
axis, which can occur in the case of ther-
mal expansion of the stack. both save 
unnecessary maintenance work. the 
automatic self-adjustment makes it ex-
tremely simple to start-up the device.

MeasurIng flow unDer any  
CIrCuMstanCes
Measuring gas flow in stacks of over 
three meters or more in diameter is prac-
tically impossible without ultrasound. 
Conventional measuring technology 
falls short when faced with low gas flow 
rates and gas flow turbulence or when 
particles in the gas contaminate the 
transducer. but flowsIC100h makes 
short work regardless of unfavourable 
flow conditions and impure gases. and 
thanks to different probe lengths, it can 
also be used for any wall thicknesses.

reliable emission monitoring is essential due to the fossil fuels creating a significant 
carbon footprint. the solution is from sICK. 

Measuring emissions around the clock : foCusPowergeneration

solar energy: sIDor anD Dusthunter joIn In

worKIng at nIght

>> termosolar borges, the world‘s first 
commercial solar-biomass hybrid power 
plant, has been erected near barcelona. 
an enormous parabolic solar field of 
more than 180,000 square meters 
combined with a biomass boiler guaran-
tees continuous power even when the 
heavens are dark. authorities plan to 
produce up to 98,000 Mwh per year in 
approx. 6,500 hours. the hybrid system 
ensures more uniform power generation 
with high stability. 

the steam for the turbines is generated 
by sunlight. the biomass heating block 
comes into play when the sun is down. 
steam is generated by burning forest 
waste or energy crops. all in all, this is 
a much more user-friendly solution than 
using a natural gas boiler, for example, as 
the “green” fuels only release the same 
amount of Co2 into the atmosphere that 

they previously drew in from it. never- 
theless, the flue gas is cleaned before 
exiting the smokestack. and it is pre-
cisely here where the measurement 
devices from sICK come into play: the 
sIDor gas analyzer and Dusthunter  
sP100 dust monitor.

sovereIgn In Its DIsCIPlIne
the sIDor measures the gas compo-
nents Co, Co2 and o2, and meets all  
requirements for emission measure-
ments from large combustion plants ac-
cording to en 2001/80/eC. the gas ana-
lyzer is also used to optimize combus-
tion and for operational measurement. 
the power plant also relies on the high 
stability of its measurement devices. 
the entire sIDor design is tailored for 
this specific purpose. Its intelligent sig-
nal processing and highly stable detec-
tors make long-term stability possible. 

sIDor only needs to be adjusted every 
1/4 year with inert gas or component-
free ambient air. 

the measurement device is also con- 
venient to repair. the measuring cu-
vettes can be replaced on site directly  
without any time-consuming tempera-
ture calibration. a large lC display also 
makes it easy to read any text, even 
in spanish. Due to the low installation 
depth, the sIDor does not need a lot  
of space. 

Dust emission measurements are  
made using the Dusthunter sP100. 
the dust measuring device with a 
measuring probe was easy to install on 
just one side of the smoke stack and 
measures even the smallest dust con-
centrations.

the production of clean energy is not just a german issue. there is a brand new 
hybrid power plant now online in spain. the solar thermal system is responsible for 
power generation during the day, the biomass during the night. emission measure-
ment by sICK is in use around the clock. 

further industry information:
www.sick.com/industries

further industry information:
www.sick.com/industries
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Measuring efficiently soot and sulfurie acid concentrations Monitoring process gases and emissions

>> More and more diesel power plants 
run by heavy oil are used for the decen-
tralized generation of energy. this is an 
economic alternative to conventional 
power generation, especially for the sup-
ply of islands, remote residential areas 
and industries or for seasonally varying 
demands. for these power plants there  
are also emission limits which have to 
be observed and continuously moni-
tored. 

not every measuring system can cope 
with the special flue gas conditions 
of diesel motors using heavy oil. high 
soot and sulfurie concentrations make 
the measuring task difficult. above all, 
maintenance needs have to be kept low, 
because this kind of power plant is near-

DIesel Power Plants

even In the MIDDle of nowhere 
eMIssIon lIMIts  
have to be ConsIDereD

Diesel power plants run with heavy oil have to meet emission limits, too ‒ reliable 
supervision even under difficult flue gas conditions: with hot/extractive or in-situ 
technology by sICK. 

finally, the motto can only be: the moni-
toring of emissions has to be absolutely 
efficient and reliable. 

DIfferent teChnologIes for  
relIable MeasurIng qualIty
for the measurement of exhausts of die-
sel motors run with heavy oil, in-situ an-
alyzers like the gM32 for the emission 
measurement of so2 and nox are espe-
cially suitable. this measuring method is 
nearly independent of dust loading and 
corrosive flue gas conditions and no-
tebly low-maintenance. should further 
components for example o2, Co, nh3 
have to be registered, additional ana-
lyzers are used like gM35 for Co, Co2, 
h2o and gM700 for nh3 or Zro2-oxygen 
analyzers.

an economic alternative is in this case 
the hot/extractive measurement with 
the MCs100e hw which can register all 
of the mentioned components with one 
single system. the heating of gas con-
tacted parts prevents corrosion and re-
actions between flue gas components. 
apart from that, multiplex operation is 
possible, if allowed. Internal adjustment 
filters perform routine checks without 
the need for test gases, which are often 
very difficult to obtain. 

reliable emission measuring concepts

the analyzers and measuring devices by sICK measure all gas and dust com-
ponents resulting from the emission measurement. and as demands define 
technology, fitting solutions by sICK are always ready and in action. the ro-
bust construction of hot/extractive and in-situ emission measuring systems 
for decentralized diesel power stations require very little maintenance. In-situ 
systems such as gM32 or gM35 and the MCs100e hw extractive system 
have all the relevant european approvals. sICK’s worldwide presence en-
sures that maintenance and repairs can be handled locally.

further industry information:
www.sick.com/industries

no aIr PollutIon froM seawater flue gas DesulfurIZatIon

who says that the aIr Is Clean  
on the reD sea?

>> Marafiq, leading private water and 
electricity utility in the Kingdom of saudi 
arabia, combines power generation and 
seawater desalination on the red sea in 
a grand, sustainable project called yan-
bu 2. three power plant units and two 
desalination plants provide industry in 
yanbu with power and water.

a huge work package was distributed. 
sICK impressed with its established 
exchange platform and takes over accu-
rate monitoring at the electrostatic pre-
cipitator (esP) and at the sea water flue 
gas desulphurization (swfgD). that’s 
the way to run the process optimally, 
and to comply also with emission regu-
lations by local saudi law. 

aCtIve MeasureMent:  
before − after 
the steam for the power plant turbines 
is generated by firing heavy fuel oil. 
flue gases form, which are not environ-
mentally friendly that then have to be 
scrubbed. the first measuring device 
from sICK, the Dusthunter sb100, 
operates just after the electrostatic fil-
ter. It measures dust concentrations in 
the flue gas independent for gas velo-
city and humidity. the great thing about 
the Dusthunter is that it measures 
the contamination on the optics and  
automatically corrects the measuring 
signal and gives a warning. unnecessary 
maintenance cycles are avoided. this 
is a significant advantage especially in  
remote areas. 

the flue gas is then washed with sea-
water in the scrubbing tower. Due to the 
alkaline components in seawater, the 
operator can avoid the use of chemi-
cals. the operator is giving the informa-
tion early, at the inlet of the gas washer, 
about the high concentrations of so2. 
the flue gas cleaned of pollutants then 
only needs to pass by the gM32 from 
sICK in the scrubber outlet. the in-situ 
gas monitor measures so2 in large and 
small ranges with high accuracy with-

out gas sampling and transportation. 
the measured values for plant control 
are quickly available in real time. the 
measured values can be relied upon as 
deviations are visible at the right time 
thanks to self-monitoring. the probe is 
corrosion-protected and teflon-coated 
and particularly well-suited in this ap-
plication.
 

on the InternatIonal stage
sICK works very closely with custom-
ers around the world ‒ locally and still 
in close collaboration with experts at its 
headquarters. “Careful planning, per-
fect organization and timely execution 
are important. More important, how-
ever, is to understand the customer’s 
wishes and to substantiate this already 
in the planning phase with successful 
solutions,” explains Mathias Dumas, 
sICK Dubai.

Proven technology and high measuring performance − SICK takes over monitoring of 
process parameters for controlling flue gas cleaning and for emission control.

further industry information::
www.sick.com

ly always in a remote location. and who 
has the time to spontaneously travel 
long distances? service planned well in 
advance is advantageous. 

: foCusPowergeneration
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>> the flue gas purification systems 
must ensure that the specified pol-
lutant components in exhaust gases 
never exceed limit values as defined by  
wID 2000/76/eu. for this reason the 
selection of the correct gas cleaning 
method arises during the planning stage 
for state of the art “waste-to-energy” 
plants. of similar importance is the se-
lection of the right measuring system, 
so that these gas concentrations can 
be safely detected upstream prior to the 
flue gas scrubber. only then a precise 
prediction of the pollutant load can be 
given.

of notable consideration is hCI, which 
exhibits the highest corrosion po-
tential. reliable measurement is de-
signed to be able to better monitor  
system wear off and reduces signifi-
cantly the overhaul cycle of the flue gas 
purification system from semi-annually 
to annually.

Dry or wet ‒ the MeasurIng  
systeM Is DeCIsIve 
both, wet scrubbing devices as well 
as dry scrubbers, are ideally suited for 
reducing hCl and so2 concentrations. 
these concentrations must be accu-

rately determined in advance to recog-
nize possible peaks in the exhaust gas 
in time and to determine the optimal 
dosing of lime milk or bicarbonate for 
the scrubbing process, thus enabling 
the controlled application of chemicals.

and that is precisely the keyword for the 
MCs300P hw from sICK because the  
multi-component analyzer system is ide-
ally suited for this purpose. It measures 
components with variable measuring 
ranges from low (ppm) to high (vol%) 
concentrations and serves with rapid 
process information with response 
times in the range of approximately 30 
seconds. the measured gas is continu-
ously sampled via a sampling probe with 

Incineration plant operators must be informed about treatment processes in flue 
gases as quickly as possible. Modern process measurement requires a state-of-the-
art technology as demonstrated by the MCs300P hw from sICK.

Monitoring of raw gas

a heated filter before being fed via a 
heated hose to the heated gas cell of 
the analyzer. the original gas composi-
tion, including water content, is retained 
(above the acid dew point). by doing this, 
the risk of corrosion due to condensa-
tion is eliminated. a special compressed 
air vessel is installed near the sampling 
unit to ensure efficient cleaning of the 
coarse filter cartridge at the tip of the 
probe. this cleaning process is achieved 
by an instrument air blow back function. 
this keeps the sampling free of clogging 
and saves considerable maintenance 
costs.

It Pays off  
the MCs300P can be actively integrat-
ed into the control circuit, e.g. for lime 
milk metering. It reliably detects con-
centration peaks and is therefore vital 
for loading waste material of unkown 
composition onto the grate.

Many operators agree: the acquisition 
of the MCs300P hw for process moni-
toring achieves roI within the first year 
by operational cost savings of 10 - 15 % 
per year.

envIronMentally-frIenDly nICKel sMeltIng  

PruDent flow MeasureMent enables  
so2 to be CaPtureD

>> sulfur dioxide is produced not only 
when burning fossil fuels containing 
sulfur as for example coal or petroleum 
products, but also when smelting cop-
per. high concentrations of so2 are a 
major threat to our ecosystem.

a leading ontario based mining and 
smelting company takes its ecological 
responsibility very seriously and there-
fore has been successfully monitoring 
its emissions for a number of decades. 
for example, the so2 produced during 
copper smelting is captured and fed into 
an extraction system. the resulting sul-
furous gas is put to good use; the cap-
tured so2 is sent to the in-house acid 
plant and converted into sulfuric acid. 

benefItIng froM flowsIC100
from furnace to converter, gas flow 
must be measured at every stage of the 
process. the goal of the measuring sys-
tem is clearly defined: reliable measur- 
ing regardless of circumstances. with 
sICK’s high-performance ultrasonic 
flowmeter, the customer is now able 
to optimize internal process balancing. 
the flowsIC100 has been configured 
specifically for these difficult process 
conditions with aggressive gas compo-
sition. only the meter’s modular design 
has achieved the perfect combination 
of compatible ultrasonic transducers 
and special materials. the meters show 
what they can do despite the difficult 
conditions in which they have to oper-
ate. 

even when thIngs get really hot
the flowsIC100 is capable of opera-
tion at temperatures of up to 260 °C, 
without cooling. upwards of 260 °C, op-
eration continues with internal cooling 
that is unique to flowsIC100. normal 
ambient air is sucked in directly at the 
measuring point and directed to the sen-
sors via internal channels. as a result, 

the disruption that external purging air 
would cause the gas stream is avoided 
and maximum measurement accuracy 
is assured ‒ even at low flow rates or 
when dust pollution levels are high.

a well-rounDeD ProjeCt
flow measurement was part of a com-
plex project delivered by a leading 
global engineering and construction 
company with offices in Canada. “the 
collaborative process was enjoyable 
and went smoothly,” confirms Mark 
gooch, sICK’s regional sales Manager 
for eastern Canada. “we were also able 
to assist where other aspects of the 
flowsIC100 implementation were con-

cerned.” Customer’s engineers will be 
receiving training from sICK to enable 
them to complete minor maintenance 
work independently. regular service in-
spections have been agreed. “that way, 
the customer will have peace of mind at 
all times.”

flow measurement is no child‘s play. streams of non-homogeneous, corrosive, hot 
gases can quickly prove too challenging for conventional measurement systems.

Measuring of gas flow : applications

raw gas MeasureMent 

It‘s worth taKIng a Closer looK

further industry information:
www.sick.com

further product informations:
www.sick.com
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>> the time was ripe for a new system 
to measure o2, Co, no and so2 at the 
furnace intake. Difficult conditions in 
the rotary kiln place very high demands 
on gas sampling and analysis tech-
nology. temperatures up to 1400 °C, 
dust concentrations up to 2000 g/m³ 
and high concentrations of chlorine 
and sulfur within the gas circuit are 
typical. Clogged gas lines and increased  
corrosion are often the result. this leads 
to intensive, time-consuming mainte-
nance.

so, Do It rIght
the MCs300P hw infrared analyzer 
system with the sCP3000 gas sam-
pling probe from sICK represents 
a system with extremely high stabi- 
lity, which, due to the significantly low- 
er maintenance expense compared 
to cold extractive systems, has high-
er availability and helps to cut costs.  

DetaIls are CruCIal
During the hot kiln inlet measurement, 
the hot gas passes from the rotary kiln 
into the rugged gas analyzer via a heat-
ed filter, a heated sample gas line and 
a heated sample gas pump without any 
further gas conditioner.

the sample gas is filtered, conveyed  
and analyzed at temperatures that are 
constantly above 200 °C, i.e. always 
above the water and acid dew point. 
Condensation and corrosion are pre-
vented by hot gas sampling and prepa-
ration. the proven measuring cuvettes 
of the analyzer system are designed for 
concentrations from low ppm to high 
vol% values.

Despite the high concentrations of chlo-
rine and sulfur compounds, deposits 
and blockages cannot form on the in-
take opening of the sampling probe. an 

to best control the combustion process of alternative fuels, superior measurement 
technology that copes with aggressive gases in the furnace intake is required. for 
this reason, a spanish cement plant opted for hot measurement technology at the 
rotary kiln. the MCs300P hw gas analysis system can now be used in combination 
with the sCP3000 gas sampling probe from sICK to provide reliable measured val-
ues at a high level of availability. 

Measuring at the kiln-inlet 

optimized geometry of the intake open-
ing and regular backflushing using a 
„shock blower“ prevent this effect. the 
cyclic rotation of the probe by 90° also 
shakes off any accumulated dust. In the 
event of a fault, the probe is pulled back 
automatically to protect it from damage.

exPansIon Is ConCeIvable
sICK spain directly supported the cus-
tomer through commissioning and be-
yond with introductions to the system. 
Presumably, the process-relevant com-
ponent hCI will soon be included in the 
measurement grid for this customer. In 
addition, an identical system is being 
considered for other plants.

fuel savIngs, CoMbustIon oPtIMIZatIon, qualIty assuranCe

ProCess oPtIMIZatIon starts at 
the rotary KIln

further industry information:
www.sick.com/industries

CustoDy transfer anD voluMe flow  
MeasureMent wIth ultrasounD

suCCessful Duo  
In western sIberIa

the flowsIC600 ultrasonic gas flow meter has proven itself throughout the world 
for custody transfer metering of natural gas. however, natural gas needs to be mea-
sured even if it is not billed – for internal measurements for balancing or network 
monitoring and for process control. the flowsIC300 is simply ideal for such applica-
tions and also a very economical measurement solution.

>> there is a support point for russian 
gas production in the western siberian 
lowlands, approx. 3,000 km north of 
Moscow. the natural gas from various 
gas wells is routed in 6“ pipelines to a 
central treatment plant in which solids 
are first separated and the natural gas 
is dried. the cleaned gas is then routed 
in a large 20“ pipeline to another plant 
another 30 km away. here it is prepared 
to be fed into the gas grid. Measure-
ment of gas volumes to the first transfer  
station is a typical non-custody mea-
surement long-term stability and reliabi-
lity play an important role here.

the IDeal MeasurIng DevICe for 
every MeasurIng PoInt
the gas flow rate is measured at the in- 
dividual gas wells using the flowsIC600 
in a 2-path configuration. after more 
than two years of maintenance-free op-
eration, this design has proven itself ex-
tremely reliable and rugged against the 
natural contaminations of raw natural 
gas. 

the flowsIC300 comes into use in the 
20“ collection pipe after initial treat-
ment. It was installed on site in a pipe 
section and used in the pipeline directly. 
the reduced material costs by not us-
ing a massive meter body make the 
flowsIC300 a very economical solu-
tion for this balance measurement. Par-
ticularly convenient for the customer: 
the measuring signals of the pressure 
and temperature sensors are fed into 
the meter directly and calculated ac-
cording to accepted algorithms using 
the integrated volume conversion. In 
this way, the measured values of the 
different measuring points in the sup-
ply grid can be compared to each other 
directly.
 

MoDular DesIgn
the flowsIC300 can be configured 
on a modular basis for various appli-
cations. whether for simple control 
measurements or for precise process 
measurements, in which greater mea-
surement accuracy and increased tol-
erance toward disrupted flow profiles 
is required, the flowsIC300 is ideally 
suited for both. the 1-path configura-
tion is ideally suited for installation into 
pipes with small nominal diameters and 
for simple control measurements. the 
2-path configuration offers increased 
measurement accuracy in the event of 
disturbance in particular. It can even be 
installed when the process is running. 
for maximum measurement accuracy 
and comfort, the flowsIC300 can also 
be pre-installed and calibrated at sICK 
into a pipe section. 

the new stanDarD 
the flowsIC300 uses the high-quality 
components of the flowsIC600 and 
can be integrated flexibly and compactly 

into existing pipelines. our custom-
ers can now also enjoy the advantages 
of ultrasonic technology for custody 
transfer measurements for non-custody 
measurements: high reliability and long- 
term stability, no pressure loss, no wear 
and the outstanding software of the 
flowsIC600. the software continu-
ously monitors the device and pro-
vides all functions that have made the 
flowsIC600 so successful for custody 
transfer from simple operation to com-
prehensive log functions to integrated 
volume conversion.

further product information: 
www.sick.com

Measuring volume flow : applications
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Dust measurement devices | Measuring solution for greenhouse gases 

regardless of what environmental standard the Dusthunter from sICK is moni-
toring, whether there’s a high or a low particle concentration or how difficult the 
monitoring conditions are: you’re always certain to have the optimum monitoring  
solution.

>> Devices for monitoring particles 
need to be exposed not only to the par-
ticles themselves, but also to hot, cor-
rosive stack gases. Dusthunter, the 
series of dust monitors from sICK are 
extremely robust and utilize very pre-
cise optical monitoring techniques. they 
contain components that automati-
cally compensate for monitoring errors 
caused by the gas, which result in very 
long maintenance intervals. after instal-
lation, a Dusthunter requires very 
little attention.

of all the new dust monitors, the Dust-
hunter C200 is the furthest ahead of 
its time. It takes into account the fact 
that the environmental standards in 
many countries are undergoing a pro-
cess of change and that emissions are 
constantly decreasing. lower dust con-
centrations are set to become the rule 
rather than the exception, meaning that 
where today transmission technique 
may be the best course, tomorrow it will 
be scattered light. on the other hand, 
dust concentrations that vary over time 

are neither uncommon. with the Dust-
hunter C200, you’re certain to always 
have the optimum monitoring solution. 
It is also suitable for the toughest stack 
conditions. It is certified according to 
the standard of your choice and it au-
tomatically monitors the contamination 
and corrects the measuring value. It is 
also equipped with an automatic self-
adjustment of the optical axis, exclusive
to sICK. 

further product informations:
www.sick.com

ghg-Control is the only in situ solution for Co2, Co or n2o emissions and the direct 
path to measure Co2 (equivalent) emissions on annual basis. the highly accurate 
measured values of the complete system demonstrability allow total uncertainties of 
less than 2.5 % – without complicated calculation of the material flows.  

>> Direct measurement of greenhouse 
gas emissions is ideal for companies 
that are required by law to report gases 
and for those that have to buy more cer-
tificates for every extra ton of Co2 emit-
ted each year. even where calculation 
methods are permitted, there are good 
reasons supporting measurement pro-
vided by sICK‘s ghg-Control. 

Measure rather than CalCulate
the measurement results of Co2, Co, 
n2o emissions are highly accurate and 
always up to date.  alternative fuels and 
co-firings play no role in this. It is not 
necessary to convert from a dry to wet 
basis of gas. the often significant time 
and personnel costs to sample and cal-
culate substance flows and fuel quali-

ties go away. the safety supplements 
are not needed any more because only 
actually emitted greenhouse gas mass 
are reported and settled.

the IDeal DevICe CoMbInatIon
the combination of three proven de- 
vices from sICK is unique: the gas ana-
lyzer for accurate measurement even 
with fast or short-term process varia-
tions. the volume flow meter for de-
tection of total exhaust volume using 
reliable ultrasonic measurement tech-
nology. the data acquisition unit that 
collects and analyzes the measured va- 
lues from the gas analyzer and volume 
flow meter and creates a report of all 
data required for reporting.

the PerfeCt Partner 
as a customer, you are in the best hands
at sICK with its all-round services, with 
answers to questions about project 
planning to implementation to technical
support and service. Decide for yourself.

eMIssIons traDIng 

ghg-Control: never easIer to 
Measure greenhouse gases

toDay a tough CoCoon, toMorrow a DelICate butterfly

there’s a Dusthunter for every 
aPPlICatIon

 remote service : Products

that‘s how systeMs are ManageD toDay

seCure reMote MaIntenanCe 

and maintenance can be carried out at 
the customer site much more efficiently 
− all  tools needed are already on board.

there for you wIth safety
the service remote platform from sICK 
is designed for technically flawless, con-
fidential operation and follows the strict 
guidelines of the german federal office 
for Information security. the customer 

notification of remote service meeting 
activation.

the remote platform from sICK inte-
grates both sICK experts and external 
partners such as system integrators 
for the remote access. the options for 
connecting to the sICK remote service 
platform are many: from measuring sys-
tems and devices to web servers, vnC 

desktop sharing, Modbus tCP or sICK‘s 
own soPas device software.

hunDreD PerCent transParenCy
usage reports can be viewed at any time 
on the portal. you always know when 
and who requested and carried out re-
mote maintenance. system-specific 
documents such as e-plans, device files 
and firmware updates can be made 
available online. It is also possible to 
have sICK expertise available when 
commissioning measuring instruments.

the PaCKage MaKes It
secure remote access and excellent 
service from sICK can be scheduled in 
three tiered service ranges to match 
the different needs of customers. the 
„Core“ package provides the cost-effec-
tive flat rate base service. the „Prime“ 
service package also includes docu-
ment management and the heartbeat 
function to keep remote access to the 
system open at all times. remote ser-
vice offers the „Pro“ package with indi-
vidually customizable services including 
integration of external partners such as 
system integrators. the good feeling of 
safety is free.

>> a smooth production process is what 
counts and ensuring the high availabil-
ity of devices is a critical challenge. a 
professional service routine is therefore  
ever more important to proactively pre-
vent breakdowns and to quickly assess 
and resolve error messages from mea-
suring instruments.

sICK does all it can to support its cus-
tomers with safe, uncomplicated exper-
tise. the most economical solution is 
always the focus. In most cases, access 
to systems via the Internet or wirelessly 
is cheaper, faster and more flexible than 
a service technician on site. with sICK 
remote service, expensive early service 
calls can be avoided and even repairs 

alone establishes the remote connec-
tion to the service Center via the sICK 
Data Center. the tamper-resistant ac-
cess authorization is web-based and 
the infrastructure and connection logic 
make only minimal demands on the cus-
tomer‘s firewall. 

just ClICK on servICe
similar to a modem, the sICK Meeting 
Point router (MPr) is responsible for ac-
tivation and termination of the remote 
service meeting with just one click. the 
MPr connects the measurement sen-
sors to the sICK service Center and then 
also ensures separation of the network. 
Integrated workflows at sICK ensure a 
smooth process, e.g. automatic e-mail 

timely information is the key to success – and in service, too. but how does timely, 
comprehensive expert support work today? how do you reduce costs and effort? 
sICK remote service is the solution of the future. on top of that, the Internet-based 
remote maintenance concept from sICK is absolutely safe according to the latest 
requirements. from the base package to packages fully customized to the needs of 
the customer, this remote service is a must-have.

further service information:
www.sick.com/servicewww.sick.com/ghg-control

SeCuRe ReMOTe MAINTeNANCe ACCORDINg 
TO INfORMATION SeCuRITy guIDelINeS

sicK 
remote service

Helpline support 
with defined  

response times

extended 
warranty

performance 
check 

maintenance 
inspection

spare parts 
concept

commissioning

on-site 
troubleshooting  

with defined  
response times

can be 
reached  
by phone 
outside 

of office hours

training
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limit switches | Multi-component analyzing system gas analyzing system | software : Products

both the lfv and the lbv limit switches offer widespread use, can be configured ac-
cording to the particular process, have approvals for a wide variety of applications and 
convince through their non-friction and maintenance-free operation. 

the Ir multi-component analyzer system now also performs measurements directly 
in hazardous areas. thanks to the special ex-cuvettes, flammable gases can be  
reliably detected.

>> Particularly when it comes to pro-
cess gases, MCs300P stands for prov-
en measurement technology in a com-
pact and clearly designed device, which 
means that it is also easy to install and 
to maintain. the MCs300P ex can also 
be used in ex-zones 1 and 2 as a 2g and  
3g atex class device. this enables the 
analyzer also to be used in the chemi-
cal industry and for refinery applications 
such as the production of Isocyanates 
and vinylchloride.

for heavy industrial use at measure-
ment gas temperatures of up to 140 °C 
and pressures up to 20 bar, the device 
is ideally equipped: it has welded con-
nection flanges, integrated safety purge 
chambers, double elastomer seals. Its 
tightness is proven by a helium leakage 
test. the electrically heated process cu-
vettes have the „Increased safety“ fire 
protection design for safe use in ex-zone 
1, as well as for the measurement of ig-
nitable and flammable measurement 

gases in the atex Zone 1 category. the 
cuvettes can also be used for the mea-
surement of toxic and corrosive gases. 

savIng PotentIal froM autoMatIC 
aDjustMent 
the highlight of the MCs300P ex is 
the optional adjustment filter wheel. In 
comparable analyzers, costly test gases 
must be used for adjustment and auto-
matic checking of the drift behavior. In 
particular, this means high work and 
safety expenditure for explosion areas. 
thanks to the adjustment filter wheel 
of the MCs300P ex, this is no longer 
needed, resulting in savings of time and 
money. In addition, the newly designed, 
compact construction of the MCs300P 
ex-series also goes a long way to easing 
installation, commissioning and mainte-
nance.

>> Providing overfilling signals or pre-
venting dry-running for all pumped li-
quids are typical tasks of the lfv series. 
the vibrating fork sensors of the lbv 

family have been specially designed for 
containers with bulk materials or pow-
dered media such as cement, wood pel-
lets, plastic granulate or glas. both series 

utilise the piezoelectric measurement 
principle. the vibration sensors are avail-
able as fork or monoprobe form. they 
ensure high immunity to contamination, 
depositing and external vibration effects. 
Pressure differences and eddies eg. dur-
ing the filling of containers, as well as 
foam, gas or bubble formation have no 
effect on sensor function or switching ac-
curacy. the electronics of the lfv evalu-
ate frequency changes while, in case 
of the lbv, the rise of fall in amplitude 
determines whether a switching signal is 
transmitted to an evaluation device. 

aDaPtIon to ProCess ConDItIons
the vibration limit switches from sICK 
offer modular configuration according to 
the task involved. In addition to the stan-
dard versions sICK also offers devices 
that are atex-certified for installation in 
potentially explosive zones. 

further product information:
www.sick.com

for lIquIDs anD bulK MaterIals 

evaluatIng vIbratIons,  
DeteCtIng lIMIt levels

further product information:
www.mysick.com/en/mcs300p

>> In coal mines, Co2 and Ch4 are con-
tinuously measured to foresee and if  
possible prevent mine explosions.

the MInesIC700 tbs tube bundle sys-
tem handles long-term monitoring of 
the mine atmosphere. In addition, Co2 
and Ch4 flows out of the exhaust ducts 
of the mine into the atmosphere. these 
greenhouse gas emissions are subject  
to taxation in australia. the MIne-
sIC700 ghg from sICK is used to  
measure emissions and allows accurate 
calculation of taxes. excessive tax char-
ges can be avoided. the sampling sites 

Coal mines in australia must also meet requirements for measuring greenhouse gas 
emissions. the analyzers and gas flow measuring devices must comply with govern-
ment regulations for measurement accuracy: MInesIC700 ghg.

for this measurement are usually the ex-
haust duct, shaft openings or ventilator. 

MInesIC700 ghg sets hIgh  
stanDarDs
the MInesIC700 ghg is a continuous 
measurement system using proven sICK 
technology. the system comprises an 
s715 wall mounted analyzer utilizing 
both infrared benches and a paramag-
netic cell, flowsIC100 ultrasonic flow 
meters and high accuracy temperature 
and pressure transmitters. a custom-de-
signed reporting software and humidity 
measurement is available as an option. 

the reporting software package devel- 
oped by sICK calculates and provides 
reports on total greenhouse emissions 
at the site. ranges for the components 
can be set to give the tightest tolerances 
for normal measuring concentrations so 
as to minimize errors in the reporting. 

the MInesIC700 ghg can be supplied 
in a stand-alone cabinet or integrated 
into the MInesIC700 tbs allowing for 
total mine gas analysis and emission 
monitoring in the one system. 

further industry information:
www.sick.com

from v1.x directly to v3.x: the level of development is truly remarkable. the advan-
tages for users have also skyrocketed. the new bCu rounds off the modular gas 
analyzer system gMs800 making it genuinely user-friendly. systems can be recon-
figured easily and quickly on-site, without detailed knowledge of the analyzer. 

>> over 60 different gas components, 6 
analyzer modules and 3 versions rang-
ing from 19“, wall or explosion-protected 
housings mean the measuring task de-
termines the choice of equipment. how-
ever, operation and control of the ana-
lyzers is undertaken uniformly via the 
integrated display and control module, 
available now with the new bCu from 
sICK. all of the functions have been ex-
panded to meet state-of-the-art require-

ments. In doing so, the legendary s700-
series’ user-friendliness and practical 
features of soPas software have been 
optimally combined to support oPC and 
MoDbus communication.

user-orIenteD 
the measured results can be configured 
as required, directly and straightfor-
wardly thanks to a menu-driven system. 
In doing so, the user is able to focus 

further product information:
www.mysick.com/en/gms800

MInesIC700 ghg 

Methane anD Carbon DIoxIDe: greenhouse 
gases In unDergrounD Coal MInes

on the actual measured components. 
Knowledge of the analyzer and its tech-
nical details is not required. this means 
the calibration processes are carried 
out in a component-related manner. 
 
free definition of formulas for cross in-
terference compensation of internally 
or externally measured components. 
Predefined functions for measurement 
point switching of up to 8 points. sim-
ple limit value configuration. Plus many 
more interesting advantages. 

MultI-CoMPonent analyZIng systeM MCs300P ex    

a wIDe sCoPe of safety  
funCtIons for ex-areas

new Control software for analyZer systeM gMs800

a quantum leap in software
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>> Certifications primarily assure quali-
ty and create trust. accordingly, suitabili-
ty tests have become increasingly more 
stringent over time. the new european 
standard en 15267 saw the yardstick 
lifted even higher. 

the yarDstICK Is hIgh – en 15267 
In the context of certification for use in 
waste incineration plants, cement as 
well as power plants, it is no longer per-
missible to automatically treat all mea-
suring devices as equal where systems 
for measuring mercury are concerned. 
there is simply too much variance in flue 
gas conditions. the cement industry in 
particular places the highest require-
ments on hg systems: high dust loads 
and high concentrations of so2 or hCl 
make measuring conditions incredibly 
difficult. 

tests to en 15267 require that in ad-
dition to the mandatory field test at 
waste incineration plants, hg analyzers 
are now also tested in all types of facil-
ity where they may later be put into op-
eration. field testing of MerCeM300Z 
took place over a period of more than 
12 months at a waste incineration 
plant and in addition over a period of 
more than four months at a power plant 
and a cement plant respectively. the  
MerCeM300Z sailed through these 
tighter tests and is the first and cur-

system operators are coming to the realization that mercury limit values are only 
going to get lower. as a result, they need to adapt their measuring equipment accord-
ingly. Certified to en 15267, the MerCeM300Z is the only system suitable for use 
in cement plants. It is even able to monitor mercury with precision in the smallest 
range from 0 to 10 µg/m3. what‘s more, maintenance requirements are very low.  
the innovative and future-fit nature of this measuring technology is currently  
unrivaled. 

rently the only suitability-tested measur-
ing system for continuous monitoring of 
mercury in waste incineration plants, in 
power plants, and in cement works.
 
the length of the sample gas line is 
also part of the suitability testing. the  
MerCeM300Z permits a remarkable 
distance of 35 m between the sam-
pling probe at the stack and the ana-
lyzer system. this is unparalleled by the  
otherwise standard distance of 10 m. 
for the operator, this means a much 
more convenient starting point where 
the selection of the installation loca-
tion is concerned. outside installation 
at temperatures between ‒20 to +50 °C 
also extends the options. 

long MaIntenanCe Intervals –  
a ConvInCIng arguMent
even maintenance work is required less 
often. the MerCeM300Z is designed 
for maintenance-free continuous duty 
and is fully equipped with all appropri-
ate control and supervisory functions. 
all of the components of the system as 
high temperature oven, ejector, analy-
zer, etc. are continuously monitored. the 
integrated adjustment cell takes care of 
the automatic drift check, thereby con-
trolling that measurements are stable in 
the long term. the continuous measur-
ing process is not interrupted by con-
sumables or moving parts. 

until now, hg analyzers could typically 
only be operated with huge maintenance 
overheads. while functionality, the  
effect of cross sensitivities, and system 
linearity are tested in the laboratory, the 
field test also tests the suitability of the 
system under industrial conditions. It is 
at this stage that the maintenance inter-
val is determined. the minimum require-
ments demand fault-free operation for a 

period of four weeks. this is equivalent 
to a maintenance interval of one week. 
the longer the period of fault-free opera-
tion, the longer the maintenance inter-
val. In the measuring range from 0 to 10 
µg/m³, the maintenance interval for the 
MerCeM300Z is three months; in the 
measuring range from 0 to 45 µg/m³, it 
is six months. 

the innovative technology of the  
MerCeM300Z supports a certified 
smallest measuring range from 0 to 10 
µg/m³. no other measuring device is 
capable of achieving this. the certified 
interval for feeding through test gas of 
six months is also unparalleled. test gas 
now only has to be fed through the sys-
tem twice a year. as mercury is not avail-
able in gas bottles and thus additional 
equipment is required for every task, 
feeding through test gas more frequent-
ly represents a significant cost factor for 
the operator. 

PatenteD DIreCt MeasureMent
Mercury is present in flue gas in various 
forms: first as elementary mercury (hg0) 
or in oxidized form (hg+/2+). the distribu-
tion of the various forms is largely depen-
dent upon the raw material and the fuels 
used, as well as on the downstream flue 
gas cleaning systems. the operational 
status of the cement plant (direct or in-
terconnected) is also a significant con-
tributing factor. as a consequence of 
the constantly changing influencing fac-
tors, the precise split between hg0 and 
hg +/2+ cannot be predicted. these con-
stantly changing and difficult flue gas 
conditions meant that previous analyzer 
systems were either not able to operate 
in facilities of this type or were only able 

to operate in them at the expense of in-
creased maintenance overhead. 

the high measuring capability of the 
MerCeM300Z is attributable to thermal 
conversion in conjunction with the Zee-
man aas. the chemically bound mer-
cury in the flue gas is converted into the 
elementary form in a thermal converter 
at temperatures significantly above  
900 °C. following conversion, the re-
quired total concentration of hg is then 
determined precisely in the measure-

MerCeM300Z MerCury MonItorIng systeM for CertIfIeD MeasureMents  
In CeMent Plants

long MaIntenanCe Intervals CoMbIneD 
wIth low MeasurIng ranges 

ment cell integrated directly into the  
high temperature converter. hg analysis 
directly in the hot cell is patented and 
has been licensed exclusively for the 
MerCeM300Z.

the advantages of high-temperature 
conversion are plain to see: the neces-
sary conversion does not have to be car-
ried out with liquid reagent or with the 
assistance of a special catalytic con-
verter, as was previously the case. this

The MeRCeM300Z MeASuReS The eleMeNTAl MeRCuRy phOTOMeTRICAlly uSINg 
ZeeMAN ATOMIC ADSORpTION SpeCTROSCOpy (ZAAS): A hg DISChARge lAMp eMITS 
lIghT IN A SpeCIfIC WAveleNgTh. A MAgNeTIC fIelD IN The lAMp CReATeS The
MeASuReMeNT AND RefeReNCe WAveleNgThS (ZeeMAN effeCT). 

(Contd. on page 20)
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the gM960 monitors the inner wall atmosphere by analyzing Co and o2 at many 
measuring points of the steam generator. an optimal process combination is be-
ing developed together with industry. the measuring system will provide even more  
efficient support.

>> low nox combustion technology 
makes it possible to further reduce nox 
exhaust gases. substoichiometric com-
bustion is most often used where less 
oxygen is used than would be necessary 
for complete combustion. this mode of 
operation requires direct monitoring of 
the wall atmosphere in the burner belt 
of the boiler to avoid large-scale dama-
ge by corrosion on the inner boiler wall. 

MeanIngful analysIs
the gM960 boiler wall monitor is de-
signed for that purpose directly. It is a 
qualitative trend measuring system that 
monitors the inner wall atmosphere by 
analyzing Co and o2 at many measuring 
points of the coal-fired steam generator.

further product information:
www.mysick.com/en/gms800

further product information:
www.sick.com

boiler wall monitor

gM960: trenD MeasurIng for CorrosIon MItIgatIon

PersPeCtIves for the boIler 
wall MonItor

: ProductsModular gas analyzer

>> safety and environmental protection 
are important tasks in refinery plants, 
e.g. in the steam cracking process in 
which mainly hydrogen, methane, eth-
ane, ethene, propene, butene and py- 
rolysis gasoline are generated. the  
gMs820P gas analyzers are used to  
ensure that everything remains under 
control ‒ and if required by the custom-

er the gMs820P is also available in sys-
tem cabinets of stainless steel. 

the gMs820P is not only a modular 
system for measuring gas components, 
it also provides all modern communi- 
cation protocols and thus meets cus-
tomer expectations (rs485, ethernet 
tCP/IP and standard 4-20 ma) for sim-

ple integration and communication with 
oPC.

MoDular MeasureMent  
CaPabIlItIes
the modular gMs800 family of devices 
combines various measurement prin-
ciples and is also best suited for emis-
sion measurement. a total of 60 gas 
components can be detected including 
Co, no, no2, so2, n2o and Ch4. tested 
according to standard, gMs800 meets  
en 15267-3 and ePa requirements 
among other things. 

the uv measuring technique of the 
module Defor can analyze very low 
concentrations in the measuring range 
of 0 to 10 ppm. this is facilitated by the 
lack of cross sensitivity to Co2 and h20. 
the uv technology is not only a proven 

technology for measuring so2, but is 
also perfectly suited for determining low 
nox concentrations. nox is calculated 
by direct measurement of no2 and no 
and subsequent summation of these 
two components. no additional nox 
converter is required.

In addition to the Defor module, the 
gMs800P design also allows the 
oxor-P oxygen module to be placed 
inside of the same housing. this saves 
the customer costs. the oxor-P para-
magnetic measurement principle is a 
recognized technology in the refinery for 
reliable and precise measurement of o2. 

exPlosIon ProteCtIon requIreD 
explosion protection is an absolute 
must in refineries. for this reason, all 
assemblies that can act as sources 

of ignition are encapsulated in the  
gMs820P, as well as tested and ap-
proved in accordance with atex II2g ex-
d IIt6. for harsh industrial applications, 
the gMs815 ex-p wall housing can be 
used in ex zones 1 and 2. sICK offers 
many possibilities. 

The gM960 boiler wall monitor from SICK 
can be used to prevent the corrosive destruc-
tion of the inner boiler wall at an early stage.

the reduction of corrosion in the boiler 
is only one aspect. the gM960 can also 
contribute to combustion optimization. 
therefore, development from an iso-
lated single system to a measuring sys-
tem that is efficiently integrated in the 
process control system is cutting edge. 
Initial ideas and concepts have been de-
veloped with partners and presented to 
the power plant industry.

economical and flexible for virtually any requirement: the gMs820P gas analyzer 
from SICK is used for process control ‒ of course, explosion-protected. It is also 
perfectly suited for monitoring emissions. 

Measure gas ConCentratIons In PotentIally exPlosIve  
atMosPheres

only wIth leaDIng-eDge teChnology 

reduces running costs and increases 
operational safety. If the hg concentra-
tion is determined in hot gas immedi-
ately after conversion, the elementary 
mercury cannot react again with other 
flue gas components – something that 
is essential if analyzers are to be reliable 
and precise.

best PossIble Cross-sensItIvIty 
CorreCtIon
with conventional analyzer systems, 
complex processes are often undertak-
en to separate the mercury from the rest 
of the flue gas in order to minimize cross 
sensitivity. the MerCeM300Z supports 
a patented solution: the Zeeman atomic 
absorption principle, which almost en-
tirely eliminates the cross sensitivity 
of the other flue gas components. the 
emission line of a mercury vapor lamp is 
split in a strong magnetic field. the split 
lines are temporarily displaced through 
a photo-elastic modulator and a polariz-
er, thereby returning a measuring signal 
and a reference signal. Moving compo-
nents such as filter wheels or choppers 
are not required. since the two spectral 
lines are close together, the cross-sen-
sitivity of other flue gas components ‒
so2 for example ‒ has the same effect 

on the measuring and reference signals, 
thus being compensated directly. 

for gooD reason: MerCeM300Z
International standards only require the 
detection of total mercury concentra-
tion, i.e., the sum of elementary (hg0) 
and oxidized (hg+/2+) hg components, 
in flue gas. In germany, the limit values 
for mercury emissions are 50 µg/m³ 
(half-hourly mean) and 30 µg/m³ (daily 
mean). by comparison, limit values in 
the usa are much stricter. a distinction 
is made between existing cement plants 
that are already in operation and new-
built cement plants. Mean values are 
generated for the limit values over an 
average of 30 days. for existing cement 
plants that are already in operation, they 
are approx. 12.5 µg/m³; for new cement 
plants, this value is just 4.5 µg/m³. the 
MerCeM300Z is already equipped for 
these measuring ranges.

It combines thermal conversion at high 
temperatures with Zeeman aas analysis 
in a unique, compact, user-friendly ana-
lyzer. the MerCeM300Z measures and 
converts all-in-one. there are no carry-
over effects, as mercury is measured 
directly where it is converted. there is 

no solids converter, no dilution, and no 
recombinations which often falsify re-
sults. the MerCeM300Z is a high-end 
measuring solution which is suitable for 
use even in power plants and cement 
works.

further product information:
www.mysick.com/en/mercem300z
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the largest natural gas fields in the 
world are located in northern siberia. 
here, winter lasts for 253 days. at night, 
the temperatures can fall as low as  
–56 °C and the ground can remain 
frozen down to a depth of several 100 
meters. In this icy, snow-covered wilder-
ness, gas is extracted from great depths, 
then cleaned, processed, compressed 
and transported west via pipelines. 

the gas near the extraction point is 
contaminated and under high pressure. 
the gas cools to very low temperatures 
through decompression in the pipeline. 
nevertheless, the process volume flows 
must still be measured precisely even 
under these difficult conditions. this 
represents a great challenge for the 
measuring technology. an equally large 
challenge is the noise development  
near the pressure regulator, which 
means that robust measuring sensors 
need to be used. and last but not least: 
the materials themselves must also be 
able to withstand the hard climatic con-
ditions.
 
staInless steel Meter boDy.  
tItanIuM anD ruggeD ultrasonIC 
sensors
Due to the difficult environmental and 
operating conditions, volume flow mea-
suring devices with the highest pos-
sible accuracy and ruggedness are 
required. the most accurate, most effi-
cient and also the best technical solu-
tion is currently ultrasonic technology. 
flowsIC600 is an ultrasonic gas meter 
that can cope with even these high re-
quirements. the compact design with 

Cold, pressure regulator noise, contami- 
nation: reliably measuring volume flow 
in gases ‒ even at the “coldest place 
in the world”. with flowsIC600 from 
sICK. 

harDeneD heros: Measure even In the ColDest PlaCe In the worlD

flowsIC600 on the roCKs

integrated cable routing means that 
the measuring system is rugged, fail-
safe and low-maintenance. for these 
low temperatures the measuring body 
is made of stainless steel. sICK sen-
sors and the direct path layout provide 
reliable performance even with pressure 
regulator noise and contamination. the 
transducers are made of titanium and 
allow for use with dry, wet or corrosive 
gases. for cleaning purposes unne-
cessary system downtime is avoided 
by extractable transducers ‒ even un-
der pressure. flowsIC600 is a reliable 
measuring system with long-term stabil-
ity. the integrated volume corrector also 

makes it possible to easily convert the 
measured value to standard conditions. 
here, the Mr 113 algorithm is used spe-
cifically for the gas composition of the 
russian gas reserves. 

hIghest avaIlabIlIty anD  
relIabIlIty
with flowsIC600, the customer has 
a system that performs accurate mea-
surements under harsh conditions with 
highest availability and reliability. the 
technological leader sICK enjoys world-
wide recognition thanks to its flowsIC 
devices. further product informations:

www.mysick.com/de/flowsic600

Measuring process volume flow

the company, founded 
in 1946, has a global 
presence with almost 50 
subsidiaries and partici-
pations as well as nu-
merous sales agencies. 
sICK currently employs 
more than 6,300 emplo-
yees worldwide. 
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flowsIC 500: the fIrst ultrasonIC gas Meter for natural 
gas DIstrIbutIon.

gas metering using ultrasound – now, this is also possible for municipal utilities and industrial consumers! 
no mechanically moving parts. thus, no wear, no impairment anymore. no overload damage. Instead: highest 
measurement certainty. with intelligent self-diagnostics. no straight inlet section required. rapid recalibra-
tion via cartridge replacement. fLoWSIC500 fits exactly where you would have installed a conventional gas 
flow meter in the past. We think that‘s intelligent. www.sick.com/flowsic500
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